
State Capture and Rent-Seeking in Benin

Benin is a small, slow-growing economy whose development relies 
on two sources of rent that are controlled by self-centred elites: cot-
ton export and illegal cross-border trade with Nigeria. Patrimonial-
ism governs Beninese society as a forceful struggle for political power 
takes place between the oligarchs who control these sources and use 
them as formidable levers of power. State Capture and Rent-Seeking in 
Benin argues that this struggle causes the instability and unpredictabil-
ity of economic policies, resulting in institutional problems that make 
economic diversification and growth difficult. Based on a thorough 
account of the economic, social, and political development of Benin, 
this institutional diagnostic provides a detailed analysis of its critical 
institution- and development-sensitive areas such as electoral campaign 
finance, state capture by business and elites,  management of the cotton 
sector, the tax effort, the informal trading between Benin and Nigeria, 
and the political economy of land reform. This title is Open Access on 
Cambridge Core
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The Institutional Diagnostic Project

A suite of case-study monographs emerging from a large research program on the role of 
institutions in the economics, and the political economy of development in low- income 
countries, supported by a synthesis volume of the original case studies. This program 
was funded by the United Kingdom’s Foreign and Commonwealth Development Office 
during a period of six years, during which program researchers had regular interactions 
with its staff, either directly or through Oxford Policy Management (the lead managing 
organisation).
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